Rishiri

Hair Care

Why Rishiri seaweed for hair care line?

Seaweed is known in Japan as highly effective for
hair care, because Seaweeds contain rich minerals
which help hair to grow healthy, glossy and protect
hair from damages.

Treatment
* HAIR COLOR TREATMENT * POINT HAIR COLOR *
* HAIR MIST * SILICON FREE SHAMPOO *

Moisturizing Effect is needed.

Natural ingredient “Laminaria Ochotensis Extract”
(seaweed) is great moisturizing ingredient.
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Wait

After shampooing, dry your hair with a towel, After application, put on the cap to enhance the
squeeze an appropriate amount onto your hand permeation of the hair color treatment. Wait for
and apply liberally from the hairline or parting 10 – 15 minutes.
throughout your hair.
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Rishiri kelp contains rich minerals. According to
some reports, eating kelp helps to keep thick and
glossy hair. This product provides a long-lasting
moisturizing effect and abundant vitamin E.
Also contains natural LAMINARIA OCHOTENSIS
EXTRACT, a new type of hair colorant gentle for
the damaged hair and scalp. Taking care of grey
hair with the rishiri hair color treatment.
It is popular amongst all over the world regardless
of age or gender.
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Rishiri Hair Color Treatment
has 3 color variations.
Glamorous but natural
finish black. Refined but
subdued finish dark brown.
Light, bright finish brown.
Use the colour in the image
to match your hair color or
the color you would like to
achieve.
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Rishiri Hair Color Treatment (Contains hair cap)
Semi Permanent hair color

Apply
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Mini size
Rinse
Rinse in lukewarm water until the water runs
clear. The dye does not have the sharp odour of
conventional treatments. A fruity/floral fragrance
lasts from application through to rinsing.

‘I want to try it but I don’t know if it will
work for me…’ The 40g mini tube of
Rishiri Hair Color Treatment is for you.
Try out the mini size first.

Rishiri Hair Color Treatment

NET.40g

JPY

500

Fluffy finish color treatment gradually creates natural hair color as it is used. Please note that this product is not the same as other hair dyes on the
market which dye the hair completely with one application. It is a color treatment that gradually dyes the hair as you continue to use it so there may
be cases in which finish varies depending on hair type. This product contains natural ingredients* therefore finish may vary depending on shampoo
ingredients, etc.
*natural ingredients= laminaria ochotensis extract, palmitic acid, castor oil, soybean oil, etc.
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